Apply for CALS Scholarships
2019-2020 Application Guide

Step 1: Answer or update your existing answers to all matching questions.

Log in to the Scholarship Universe website at arizona.scholarshipuniverse.com using your NETID and password. The web address is different from previous years.

To maximize your scholarship eligibility, answer all matching questions. Double check that you have answered these key, CALS-related questions:

- Which University of Arizona (UA) college(s) are you currently admitted to or enrolled in?
- What academic department(s) are you currently admitted to or enrolled in at the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS)?
- Does your College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS) major have an option, subplan or area of emphasis?
- I authorize the University of Arizona to directly provide my academic and financial aid (FAFSA) information to external entities such as scholarship donor/provider/agencies or scholarship foundations in order to receive or apply for the scholarship funds. I understand that I may choose to revoke this authorization at any point in time by emailing the department.

Step 2: Submit the CALS General Scholarship Application. Deadline: April 1, 2019*

Complete this application to be considered for all CALS scholarships on Scholarship Universe. You do not need to apply for every scholarship individually.

The application is open January 1 to April 1, 2019. A new application must be submitted every year. *Department scholarships designated only for graduate students close on July 1, 2019.

Visit cals.arizona.edu/students/scholarships for more information on the CALS scholarship process.